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Abstract—This paper considers the 5G new radio (NR) indoor
service provisioning scenario where the CPRI link terminates at
remote radio unit (RRU) in the building and multi-pair cable,
i.e. CAT-5, is used to provide connectivity between distributed
antenna unit (DAU) and RRU. The paper focuses on the de-
tailed methodology for multi-pair copper channel measurement
including measurement equipment specifications, their respective
settings, measurement parameters i.e. characteristics impedance,
insertion loss (IL), far-end-crosstalk (FEXT) and near-end-
crosstalk (NEXT).

The measurements include the cables for next-generation multi-
pair system, where multi-pair cables, i.e. CAT-5 cables, are
used from the RRU to the DAUs in a building. Conventionally,
many multi-pair cables share the same duct in a building and
interfere with each other, therefore two parallel multi-pair CAT-5
cables of 50m each are considered for the measurement scenario.
This setup result in 4 twisted pairs terminate at each DAU
and this configuration is termed as next-generation multi-pair
MIMO (NGMM). The number of twisted pairs is increased by
using the Phantom mode circuit connected to the opposite ends
of each CAT-5 cable and the resulting configuration is called
next-generation multi-pair super MIMO (NGMSM). The cable
parameters have been measured for frequencies up to 1 GHz
and 250 MHz for NGMM and NGMSM, respectively. DL data
rate of each configuration is examined by applying conventional
block diagonalization.

Index Terms—Multi-Pair Cable Measurement, C-RAN, Radio
over Cable, 5G indoor service provisioning.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid growth of various wired and wireless broad-
band applications such as smart homes and AR/VR, over
70% of mobile traffics is reported to occur indoors, and
this percentage is expected to keep on increasing in the
coming years. Taking fiber all the way to the access point
is an attractive solution for high speed fixed and mobile
access, however, it requires fiber infrastructure along each
access path. The fiber optics deployment between the dis-
tribution and access point is the most expensive part of the
access section, which may require digging along each path.
This motivates the academia and industry to develop cost-
effective access solutions based on fiber to the distribution
point (FTTdp) [1], [2], where the fiber optics is deployed to
the distribution point only, while using the existing copper
infrastructure (Ethernet, telephone) as the last mile from 20m
to 200m. For next-generation broadband access technology,

International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) defines the G.fast standards
G.9700 [3] and G.9701 [4] in 2014 that aims to achieve 1
Gbps using existing short loop (up to 100 m) copper cables
infrastructure. Radio over Copper (RoC) based wireless access
architectures are proposed in [5], [6], [7], where the multi-pair
copper cables are used in backhaul and fronthaul to achieve
low cost and high data rate solution for cloud radio access
network (C-RAN).

Telecommunication operators in coordination with vendors
are exploring new directions to increase the bit rate of existing
access technologies. Fifth generation (5G) cellular communi-
cation systems envision to fulfill the increasing demands of
mobile broadband services by the indoor deployment of low-
power small base stations (BSs) [8]. C-RAN [9] proposed a
centralized BSs architecture where the baseband units (BBUs)
of small BSs are located at the centralized BBU pool, while
the remote radio units (RRUs) are geographically distributed
over a wide area to provide physical radio functionalities.
The communication links between the BBU pool and each
distributed RRUs are referred to as front-hauls. Various front-
haul architectures have been proposed for indoor coverage,
however, their high design cost made then unfeasible for
practical implementation. To resolve design complexities in
front-haul solutions at extremely low cost, [7] introduces a
novel distributed antenna access system for 5G indoor service
provisioning where the Distributed Antenna Units (DAUs) are
placed a few hundred meters from the RRU. The proposed
design take the advantage of existing in-building LAN cable
infrastructure to transport the analog signals between the
DAUs and RRU. The primary objective of deploying LAN
cable infrastructure in most of the commercial and residential
buildings is to provide connectivity for telephone (2 pairs)
and Ethernet (4 pairs) services, however, the use of wireless
access technology i.e., wireless local area network (WLAN)
results in unused copper wire infrastructure with in a building
which is perfect for the deployment of next-generation access
technology.
In addition to using multi-pair copper cables in the next-
generation access network, the capacity of the system can
further increase using Phantom mode signaling where the
additional virtual twisted pairs are achieved by applying
differential signal across two twisted pairs. The achievable
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data rate of multi-pair copper cables is the function of both
cable length and transmission bandwidth [6]. Hence high data
rate in copper-based wireless access solution can only be
achieved by extending transmission bandwidth with shorter
loop lengths, which constitutes extreme challenges in mod-
eling and the measurements of a multi-pair copper channel
as a transmission medium. The multi-pair copper channel is
characterized by insertion loss (IL) over each twisted pair
(TP) and the crosstalk among different TPs, which is due to
the capacitive and inductive coupling between the neighboring
TPs in a cable binder. Significant efforts have been made by
the scientific community to model or measure the direct and
crosstalk channels in a multi-pair copper channel. The classical
empirical RLGC channel model is usually used to characterize
the twisted pair copper cables, where the transmission medium
describes as a cascade of identical cells with infinitesimal
length [10], [11]. For the simulation purpose, the empirical
multi-pair channel models based on American and European
test loop configurations were developed and standardized [10],
[11], [12]. The general consensus exists for the adoption of an
empirical model of the direct channel, however, the empirical
models for crosstalk channels are not accurate to predict the
measured crosstalk channels [13], [14], [15]. Further, this
channel model was only valid for frequencies up to 30 MHz
[11], [12]. D. Acatauassu et al. present the stochastic channel
model for both time and frequency domains in [16]. The
closed-form expressions with the low computational cost are
presented for multi-pairs cable measurements up to 200 MHz.

Multi-pair copper channel characterization plays a very
important role to evaluate the performance of the access
system. Therefore, multi-pair cable measurement for direct
and crosstalk channels is unavoidable for copper-based future
access technologies. The method for refining the parameters
of 1% worst-case crosstalk model is presented in [17], where
CAT-5 cable is characterized for 212 MHz channel bandwidth.
Cable measurements for Phantom mode (PM) transmission
over frequencies up to 300 MHz are presented in [18], where
the 50 m CAT-5e cable is characterized for IL and crosstalk.
Worst case crosstalk measurements are presented in [19],
where the authors proposed a measurement setup that does
not require baluns, that are required to excite the balanced
modes on Ethernet cables. The proposed measurement setup
is not only complicated but also impractical for commercial
use since it requires multiple vector network analyzers (VNA),
a special fixture that replaces balun, non-conventional calibra-
tion techniques, and post-processing computations.

The focus of this paper is to design and evaluate the
performance of the multi-pair cable system, where the deploy-
ment scenario is based on MIMO structure using multi-pair
copper cable referred to as next-generation multi-pair MIMO
(NGMM) and super MIMO (NGMSM).

A. Next Generation Multi-pair MIMO (NGMM)

In NGMM, multi-pair cable (2/4 pairs) uses the MIMO
structure for single DAU. For multiple DAUs, the system is
suffered from inter (among multiple cables) and intra (within
single cable) cable crosstalk that makes complex crosstalk
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Fig. 1. Next-Generation Multi-pair MIMO (NGMM)
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Fig. 2. Next Generation Multi-pair Super MIMO (NGMSM).

scenario within the system. The crosstalk scenario is shown in
Fig. 1 for 2 DAUs that are connected to the RRU via multi-pair
cables.

B. Next-Generation Multi-pair Super MIMO (NGMSM)

NGMSM uses a transformer-based circuit at RRU and DAU
to create additional virtual pairs using an existing multi-
pair cable. This technique is called Phantom mode and it
is established using common-mode signals of physical cable
pairs. The total number of pairs using phantom mode is 2#−1,
where # is the number of physical copper pairs in a multi-pair
cable. Fig. 2 shows the NGMSM structure for Cat 5 cable,
where the DM to PM unit represents the transformer-based
circuit to create Phantom mode (PM) from the differential
mode (DM) pairs.

The paper is organized as: the details of measurement
devices and measurement setup for direct and crosstalk ca-
ble characteristics are given in Section II. The measurement
scenario for NGMM and NGMSM channels are detailed in
Section III. Measurement results including inter and intra cable
crosstalk for DM and PM cable pairs are described in Section
IV. The model for inter-pair interference mitigation in multi-
cable environment is explained in V. Conventional block diag-
onalization [20], [21] based on singular value decomposition
(SVD) for interference cancellation in the downlink (DL) is
in Section VI, while the numerical results for achievable DL
capacity using the measured NGMM and NGMSM channels
are presented in Section VII. At last, the paper is concluded
in Section VIII.

II. CABLES CHANNEL MEASUREMENT SETUP FOR
NGMM AND NGMSM

The achievable bi-directional data rate depends mainly on
copper wire channel characteristics in the CAT cables binder.
The accurate channel characteristics are required to better
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estimate the achievable data rate using short loop length
copper cables in NGMM and NGMSM systems. The follow-
ing devices and equipment were used to properly setup the
measurement environment:
PNA-X Network Analyzer Network analyzer measure S-

parameters (i.e (11, (21, (12, (22) to characterize two-port
networks such as amplifiers and filters. It contains both
a source and multiple receivers and generally extracts
relative amplitude and phase information (frequency or
power sweeps). In our measurement setup, we have used
Agilent 2/4 port PNA-X network analyzer N5242A with
the frequency range from 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz, 4 ports
with two built-in sources, Output power of +18 dBm.

Calibration Kit characterizing systematic error and remov-
ing its effect from subsequent measurements is accom-
plished through Vector-error correction. Two-port calibra-
tion requires measurements on four standards short-open-
load-through or SOLT. The standards are defined in a cal-
kit definition file, which is stored in the Agilent PNA. To
make accurate measurements, we ensure that the cal-kit
definition matches the actual calibration kit used for the
measurement. In our measurement setup, we have used
2 port calibration kit NA-4691 60008 with the frequency
range from 300 kHz to 26.5 GHz.

Balun Transformer Balun converts a balanced signal (two
signals working against each other where the ground is ir-
relevant) to an unbalanced signal (a single signal working
against ground or pseudo-ground). High frequency Balun
transformer NH16447 is used in the measurement setup to
transform signals between the coaxial cable and twisted
pair. It provides an easy and straightforward means of
measuring circuit characteristics to 1.2 GHz.

In order to completely characterize an unknown linear two-
port device, measurements under various conditions are con-
ducted and a set of parameters are computed. These parameters
completely describe the electrical behavior of the device (or
network) under test. S-parameters are used to characterize
high-frequency networks by means of familiar measurements
such as gain, loss, and reflection coefficient. The measured
S-parameters of multiple devices can be cascaded to predict
overall system performance. S-parameters are easily imported
and used for circuit simulations in electronic-design automa-
tion (EDA) tools like Agilentâs Advanced Design System
(ADS) and MATLAB. Here, we now explain the measurement
setup for the multi-pair cable parameters, i.e., characteristics
impedance, insertion loss (IL), Far End Crosstalk (FEXT), and
Near End Crosstalk (NEXT).

A. Characteristics Impedance

Transmission lines (i.e. twisted pairs/ coaxial cables) are
used to convey RF energy from one point to another with mini-
mal loss. Each transmission line has a characteristic impedance
(/0) and termination at the end of a transmission line must
match the characteristic impedance of the line to prevent loss
of energy due to reflections. When the transmission line is
terminated in its characteristic impedance, maximum power is
transferred to the load. When the termination is not /0, the
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Fig. 3. Characteristics Impedance Measurement Setup.

portion of the signal which is not absorbed by the load is
reflected back toward the source. Characteristics Impedance
is measured through open-circuit impedance (/>2) (with the
other end of the line open; that is, not connected to anything)
and short-circuit impedance /B2 (with the other end of the line
short-circuited) by /0 =

√
/>2/B2 . The measurement setup is

shown in Fig. 3 for open-circuit (a) and short-circuit (b), where
S-parameter (11 is measure on PNA to compute open open-
circuit impedance (/>2) and short-circuit impedance (/B2) for
/A4 5 = 100Ω by

/>2 = /A4 5 (
1 + (11
1 − (11

) (1)

/B2 = /A4 5 (
1 + (11
1 − (11

). (2)
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Fig. 4. IL Measurement Setup.

B. Insertion Loss (IL)
IL is measured between the opposite ends of a single twisted

pair in a cable binder contains multiple twisted pairs. The
measurement setup for IL is shown in Fig. 4, where one end
of twisted pair 1 is connected to port 1 and the opposite end
is connected to port 4. All the ends of the remaining twisted
pairs are properly terminated using 50Ω SMA resistors. The IL
between two ends of a twisted pair is measured by S-parameter
(41 on PNA.

C. Far-End Crosstalk (FEXT)
FEXT is defined as the crosstalk effect between a pair of

transceivers located at opposite ends of two separate pairs
within the same cable binder. In other words, the FEXT noise
at a particular transceiver is caused by signals transmitted by
transceivers of other pairs at the opposite end of the twisted
cable. The measurement setup for FEXT is shown in Fig. 5,
where twisted pair 1 is connected to port 1 and twisted pair
2 is connected to port 4. The FEXT between pair 1 and pair
2 is measured by S-parameter (41 on PNA where the other
ends of twisted pairs are properly terminated using 50Ω SMA
resistors.

D. Near-End Crosstalk (FEXT)
NEXT is defined as the crosstalk effect between a pair of

transceivers that transmit and receive signals at the same end
of twisted pair cables that share the same frequency band.
In other words, the NEXT noise at a particular transceiver is
caused by signals transmitted by other transceivers at the same
end of the twisted cable. The measurement setup for NEXT is
shown in Fig. 6, where twisted pair 1 is connected to port 1 and
twisted pair 2 is connected to port 4. The NEXT between pair
1 and pair 2 is measured by S-parameter (41on PNA where
the other ends of twisted pairs are properly terminated using
50Ω SMA resistors.
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Fig. 5. FEXT Measurement Setup.
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Fig. 6. NEXT Measurement Setup.

III. NGMM AND NGMSM MEASUREMENT SETUP

CAT-5 cables are commonly used to establish indoor net-
working, therefore we use it to create the measurement setup
for NGMM and NGMSM scenarios. In the building, many
CAT-5 pairs tied together to provide Ethernet services to
different offices/homes at the different locations as shown in
Fig. 7. The cable standard provides the performance of the
CAT 5 cables up to 100 MHz that is suitable for 10BASE-T,
100BASE-TX (Fast Ethernet), and 1000BASE-T (Gigabit Eth-
ernet), however the cable characteristics for intended NGMM
and NGMSM frequency band (i.e., 1 GHz) is not publicly
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Fig. 7. Multiple CAT-5 cables from distribution point.

available.
To make the measurement for a practical scenario, we

tied 2 CAT-5 cables together to measure inter cable crosstalk
parameters with the same loop length. Pin connectors are used
to establish connectivity between network analyzer and twisted
pair because it is already proven that the performance of using
pin connectors and RJ-45 connectors are the same, however,
pin connectors enable to use the same cable for NGMM and
NGMSM testing. Measurement parameters for NGMM and
NGMSM scenarios are as follows:

1) Frequency Range:
NGMM: 10 MHz - 1 GHz
NGMSM: 10 MHz - 300 MHz (Note: the frequency

response of the transformers used to establish phantom
mode (PM) is limited to 250 MHz)

2) Number of Twisted Pairs:
NGMM: 8 pairs with 4 pairs per CAT-5 cable
NGMSM: 14 pairs with 4 physical pairs and 3 virtual

pairs per CAT-5 cable.
3) Connector Type: Pin
4) Measurement Parameters for NGMM:

Characteristics-impedance of the twisted pair.
IL Insertion Loss: Direct channel response for the fre-

quency range.
FEXT Far-End Crosstalk: Cross-coupling of the signals

on other pairs at the receiver end
a) Intra FEXT (FEXT coupling between the twisted

pairs of same CAT-5 cable)
b) Inter FEXT (FEXT coupling between the twisted

pairs of different CAT-5 cables)
NEXT Near-End Crosstalk: Cross-coupling of the sig-

nals on other lines at the transmitter end
a) Intra NEXT (reverse crosstalk coupling between

the twisted pairs of same CAT-5 cable)
b) Inter NEXT (reverse crosstalk coupling between

the twisted pairs of different CAT-5 cables)

5) Measurement Parameters for NGMSM:
Characteristics-impedance of the twisted pair.
IL Insertion Loss: Direct channel response for the fre-

quency range.
a) Differential Mode (DM)
b) Phantom Mode (PM)

FEXT Far-End Crosstalk: Cross-coupling of the signals
on other lines at the receiver end
a) Intra FEXT (forward crosstalk coupling between

the twisted pairs of same CAT-5 cable). FEXT are
measured between the pairs with in CAT-5 cable 1
or 2 as
i) DM (1/2) to DM (1/2): FEXT coupling between

the DM pairs.
ii) DM (1/2) to PM (1/2): FEXT coupling from

the DM pairs to the PM pairs.
iii) PM (1/2) to DM (1/2): FEXT coupling from

the PM pairs to the DM pairs.
iv) PM (1/2) to PM (1/2): FEXT coupling between

the PM pairs
b) Inter FEXT (forward crosstalk coupling between

the twisted pairs of different CAT-5 cables). FEXT
is measured between the pairs of two CAT-5 cable
as
i) DM (1/2) to DM (2/1): cross-coupling between

the DM pairs of Cable 1 to DM pairs of Cable
2, and vice versa.

ii) DM (1/2) to PM (2/1): cross-coupling between
the DM pairs of Cable 1 to PM pairs of Cable
2, and vice versa.

iii) PM (1/2) to DM (2/1): cross-coupling between
the PM pairs of Cable 1 to DM pairs of Cable
2, and vice versa.

iv) PM (1/2) to PM (2/1): cross-coupling between
the PM pairs of Cable 1 to PM pairs of Cable
2, and vice versa.

NEXT Near End Crosstalk: Coupling of the direct sig-
nals on other lines at the transmitter end.
a) Intra NEXT (reverse crosstalk coupling between

the twisted pairs of same CAT-5 cable)
i) DM (1/2) to DM (1/2): NEXT coupling be-

tween the DM pairs.
ii) DM (1/2) to PM (1/2): NEXT coupling from

the DM pairs to the PM pairs.
iii) PM (1/2) to DM (1/2): NEXT coupling from

the PM pairs to the DM pairs.
iv) PM (1/2) to PM (1/2): NEXT coupling between

the PM pairs
b) Inter NEXT (reverse crosstalk coupling between

the twisted pairs of different CAT-5 cables)
i) DM (1/2) to DM (2/1): NEXT between the DM

pairs of Cable 1 to DM pairs of Cable 2, and
vice versa.

ii) DM (1/2) to PM (2/1): NEXT between the DM
pairs of Cable 1 to PM pairs of Cable 2, and
vice versa.
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iii) PM (1/2) to DM (2/1): NEXT between the PM
pairs of Cable 1 to DM pairs of Cable 2, and
vice versa.

iv) PM (1/2) to PM (2/1): NEXT between the PM
pairs of Cable 1 to PM pairs of Cable 2, and
vice versa.

A. Phantom Mode (PM) Circuit

DSL Phantom Mode technology is a bit of magic for the
copper network. It creates a third (phantom or virtual) channel
over 2 regular copper pairs. Phantom mode transmission over
2 pairs exploits the difference between the common mode volt-
ages of the 2 pairs. To preserve the balance and avoid excess
egress and ingress noise, typically hierarchical phantoms (or
super-phantoms) are used in which case the number of pairs
(#) is a power of 2 (# = 2=). The naming is introduced
to make a distinction with the definition of common-mode
transmission, where the common ground of 1 twisted pair
is used as a reference. In general, when # wire pairs are
available, # normal (differential) channels and # −1 phantom
channels can be used.

Fig. 8 shows the structure of Phantom mode for CAT 5
cable, where broadband center tap transformers are used to
create virtual pairs (Phantom Mode). We have used high-
frequency broadband transformers that are specially designed
for this measurement scenario. The frequency range of oper-
ation of these transformers is up to 220 MHz. There are four
differential mode pairs and 3 Phantom mode pairs achieved
through this configuration.
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Fig. 8. Phantom Mode for CAT-5 cable using high frequency transformers.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The measurement for all the given scenario has been per-
formed for the following settings at PNA:

1) Stop Frequency: 1 GHz (NGMM)/ 220 MHz (NGMSM)
2) Number of Points= 10000
3) Average IF: 100kHz
4) Traces ((11, (14, (41, (44)
The measurement results were saved in ".csv" format and

then use in Matlab for further processing.
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2 max i  | h i i | 
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2 

Fig. 9. IL Vs FEXT CAT-5 Cable MIMO Measurement.
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Fig. 10. IL Vs NEXT CAT-5 Cable MIMO Measurement.

A. NGMM Channel

2-50m-CAT-5-Cable-MIMO: The measurement results of
two tied 50m CAT-5 cables (4 twisted pairs/cable) are
present in this section. The couplings within the cable
and in between the cables are termed as Intra and Inter
crosstalk coupling respectively. The convention used to
represent inter and intra coupling in the measurement
results is �>D?;8=6( 98), where �>D?;8=6 is either FEXT
or NEXT, "8" shows the disturber cable, and " 9" represent
the victim cable. As an example, the NEXT(12) shows
the inter cable near end coupling from cable 2 to cable
1, here the disturber cable is 2, and the victim cable is 1.

IL Vs FEXT
Measurement results for IL vs FEXT for NGMM are shown
in Fig. 9, where IL is reduced to -40dB at 1GHz. The FEXT is
approximately the same for inter and intra cables environment.

IL Vs NEXT
IL and NEXT coupling for NGMM is shown in Fig. 10, where
the NEXT coupling is quite strong as compared to the FEXT.
The strength of intra cable NEXT is much stronger than the
inter cable NEXT, as expected, due to the shield covering on
each CAT-5 cable. In cable 1, 90% worst case NEXT coupling
is stronger than IL at 600MHz, however, this effect can be
observed at 900MHz in cable 2. The FEXT is approximately
the same for inter and intra cables environment.
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B. NGMSM Channel

The measurement results of the Phantom mode of two tied
50m CAT-5 cables (4 twisted pairs/cable) or 2 parallel Super
MIMO channels are present in this section. All the coupling
scenario mentioned in Section III for Intra and Inter crosstalk
are discussed in this section. The convention used to represent
coupling in the measurement results is through �>D?;8=6( 98)-
mode(i) to mode(j), where mode(i) to mode(j) represent the
coupling between different modes of Super MIMO, �>D?;8=6
is either FEXT or NEXT, "8" shows the disturber cable and
" 9" represent the victim cable. As an example the NEXT(21)-
DM(1) to PM(2) shows the inter cable NEXT coupling from
Differential Mode pairs of cable 1 to Phantom Mode pairs of
cable 2, here the disturber cable is 1, and the victim cable is 2.

1) IL-Vs-FEXT:

1) Intra FEXT Coupling
The measurement results for intra cable IL Vs FEXT at
cable 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 respec-
tively. The 90% worst case intra cable FEXT coupling
among DM pairs is about -45dB while IL of DM pairs are
reduced to -20dB at 220MHz. FEXT coupling between
DM and PM pairs (and vice versa) is increased to -40dB,
however, some deep notches have been observed in IL of
PM pairs 5 and 6 for cable 1 and 2 at frequency 150MHz
while IL of PM pair 7 is relatively better than pairs 5 and
6. The deep notches may be the result of the transformer
mismatch because the characteristic impedance of the
cable with PM circuit might change and that we did
not consider in the measurements. The IL of PM pairs
is reduced to -25dB at 220MHz. The FEXT among PM
pairs in cable 1 and 2 is very strong and its power is
much higher than IL of PM i.e. at frequency 150MHz.

2) Inter FEXT Coupling
Inter cable IL Vs FEXT measurement results at cable
1 from cable 2 and at cable 2 from cable 1 are shown
in Fig.13 and Fig.14 respectively. The 90% worst-case
FEXT coupling among DM pairs of two cables is reduced
to -48dB, however, the FEXT coupling between PM pairs
of cable 2 and DM pairs of cable 1 (and vice versa)
is reduced to around -50dB. The inter FEXT coupling
between PM pairs of cable 1 and 2 (and vice versa) is
much weaker than intra FEXT coupling and it reaches
-30dB in 90% worst-case scenario.

2) IL-Vs-NEXT:

1) Intra NEXT Coupling
Intra cable IL Vs NEXT at cable 1 and 2 are measured
and results are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 respectively.
The 90% worst intra cable NEXT among the DM pairs
is -40dB as can be observed in the plots. The increase in
NEXT coupling to -30dB can also be observed between
DM and PM pairs (and vice versa), and it is quite close to
IL at around 220MHz. The NEXT coupling among PM
pairs in cable 1 and 2 is very strong and its dominate IL
of PM for frequencies greater than 100MHz.
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2 

Fig. 11. IL and Intra FEXT Coupling at CAT-5 Cable 1.
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Fig. 12. Intra FEXT Coupling at CAT-5 Cable 2.
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Fig. 13. Inter FEXT Coupling at CAT-5 Cable 1.
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Fig. 14. Inter FEXT Coupling at CAT-5 Cable 2.
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Fig. 15. Intra NEXT Coupling at CAT-5 Cable 1.
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Fig. 16. Intra NEXT Coupling at CAT-5 Cable 2.

2) Inter NEXT Coupling
Measurement results of inter cable NEXT at cable 1 from
cable 2 and at cable 2 from cable 1 are shown in Fig. 17
and Fig. 18 respectively. The NEXT coupling among the
DM pairs of two cables is relatively low as compared to
the intra NEXT coupling and its strength is decreased to
-50dB. The maximum NEXT coupling between PM pairs
of cable 2 and DM pairs of cable 1 (and vice versa) is
also reduced to around -40dB at 250MHz as compared
to intra NEXT coupling. The level of NEXT coupling is
also decreased between PM pairs of cable 1 and 2 (and
vice versa) but it still approaches to IL of PM pairs at
150MHz.
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2 

Fig. 17. Inter NEXT Coupling at CAT-5 Cable 1.
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Fig. 18. Inter NEXT Coupling at CAT-5 Cable 2.
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Fig. 19. NGMM system model for 2 DAUs in DL.

V. NGMM SYSTEM MODEL

To evaluate the capacity of NGMM, system model for
DL is considered in Fig. 19, where each DAU uses MIMO
technology to enhance the data rate. Fig. 19 shows 2 DAUs
with # twisted pairs each that are mutually interfering with
one another. The ensemble of all 2# × 1 received signals y(C)
at time t is given by[

y1 (C)
y2 (C)

]
︸      ︷︷      ︸

y(C)

=

[
H11 H12
H21 H22

]
︸             ︷︷             ︸

H

[
x1 (C)
x2 (C)

]
︸      ︷︷      ︸

x(C)

+
[

w1 (C)
w2 (C)

]
︸       ︷︷       ︸

w(C)

(3)

y (C) =
[

H1
H2

]
︸  ︷︷  ︸

H

x (C) + w (C) , (4)

where x: (C) =
[
G:,1 (C) , G:,2 (C) , . . . , G:,# (C)

]) denotes the
signals from the finite alphabet Λ of M-QAM constellation that
are precoded and transmitted from # twisted pairs belonging
to the :th DAU. The ensemble of 2# × 1 transmitted signals
related to all DAUs are in x (C). Each # ×# matrix H8 9 is the
channel from # lines of the 9 th DAU towards the 8th DAU
( 9 → 8) and it accounts for the channel including the intra-
cable FEXT (when 8 = 9) and inter-cable-FEXT (when 8 ≠ 9).
H is the 2# × 2# channel matrix of the multi DAU system.
The AWGN w: (C) is uncorrelated among lines and DAUs,
with the same power: w (C) ∼ �# (0, f2I).
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VI. DL BLOCK PRECODING FOR NGMM

The general block diagram for DL block precoding is shown
in Fig. 20, where inter and intra cable FEXT cancellation
is achieved through linear block processing perform at the
transmitter and receiver, as in [20], [21]. The # × 1 ensemble
signal ỹ: at the decision variable is

ỹ: = D: (H:Fs + w: ) , (5)

where s is a symbol vector of dimension 2# × 1 for all the
DAUs. The transmitted signal x is achieved through precoding
filter F as

x = Fs
= F1s1 + F2s2. (6)

The ensemble of # × 1 received signal y: at :th DAU is
passed through the demodulation filter D: to achieve ỹ: , that is
further processed by the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator
to estimate the original transmitted symbol ŝ: . The channel
matrix from the RRU to the :th DAU is denoted by H: and
accordingly the precoding filter by F: . The signal received at
:th DAU is

y: = H:x + w: (7)

y: = H:F:s: +H: F̃: s̃: + w: , (8)

where F̃: and s̃: are the modulation filter and the symbol
vector, respectively, for the DAU other than :th DAU. The
matrix F̃: and symbol vector s̃: for RRU1 and RRU2 are
defined as

F̃1 = F2, F̃2 = F1 (9)
s̃1 = s2, s̃2 = s1. (10)

It is assumed here that the perfect channel state information
(CSI) is available at the transmitter, therefore the inter cable
FEXT is completely canceled by appropriately selecting the
modulation matrix F. The inter and intra cable FEXT can
be completely canceled by applying conventional precoding
schemes, however, this is a sub-optimal solution since it is
designed for non-cooperating DAUs. For the system where
multiple lines are terminated at each DAU, the optimal solution
can be achieved by block diagonalize the matrix HF, where
only inter cable FEXT is canceled while the processing is
coordinated for the lines terminated at the same DAU. The
inter cable FEXT at RRU: can be completely canceled by
imposing the constraint H:F< = 0 for ∀ < ≠ : . The zero
forcing constraint can be fulfilled if F< lies in the null space
of H̃: , where H̃: for RRU1 and RRU2 are defined as: H̃1 = H2
and H̃2 = H1, respectively.

The singular value decomposition (SVD) of the comple-
mentary channel matrix H̃: can be defined as

H̃: = Ũ: �̃:
[

Ṽ(1)
:

Ṽ(0)
:

]∗
, (11)

where Ṽ(1)
:

and Ṽ(0)
:

contain first and last # right singular
vectors, respectively. Since Ṽ(0)

:
provides the orthogonal basis

for the null space of complementary channel matrix H̃: ,
therefore the columns of Ṽ(0)

:
can be conveniently used to

block diagonalize the overall system. The effective channel
matrix after block diagonalization can be written as

HM =

[
H1M1 H1M2 ∼ 0

H2M1 ∼ 0 H2M2

]
, (12)

where M: = Ṽ(0)
:

and H:M: is the effective channel matrix
for :th DAU. Once the system is block diagonalized by
applying zero-forcing constraint, conventional SVD can be
used to maximize the capacity at each DAU

H:M: = U:�:V(1): , (13)

where �: contains the singular values of the effective channel
matrix H:M: , while V(1)

:
represents the first # right singular

vectors of the effective channel that use to define the precoding
matrix for the system in Fig. 20 as

F =
[

M1V(1)1 M2V(1)2

]
. (14)

The transmitted signal power is constrained by the line driver
connected to each twisted pair, therefore it is desired to
normalize the transmit power by a scaling factor V<0G , that is
defined as

V<0G =

√√√
max
<

2#∑
==1
|F[<, =] |2. (15)

The # × 1 received signal at the :th DAU is

y: =
1

V<0G
U:�:s: + w: . (16)

The demodulation filter can be defined at the :th DAU as

D: = V<0G�−1
: U�: , (17)

that gives the decision variable at the output of the demodu-
lation filter as

ỹ: = s: + D:w: . (18)

The SNR at the decision variable for 9 th pair connected to
:th DAU is

(#' 9 ,: =
Σ2
9 ,:

V2
<0G

(#'8=?DC , (19)

where Σ 9 ,: is the 9 th entry of the diagonal matrix �: and
(#'8=?DC is the transmitted signal SNR.

VII. NGMM CAPACITY ANALYSIS

This section aims to evaluate the achievable capacity per
DAU in 5G new Radio (NR) system using a multi-pair cable at
the last hop. The NGMM channel environment of two parallel
50m CAT-5 cables (Section IV) that are mutually interfered
with each other is considered here for the capacity analysis.
The DL precoding based on block diagonalization is then used
to precode the NGMM and NGMSM channels as detailed in
Section VI. The SNR at the decision variable for :th DAU is
computed as in (19), where SNR8=?DC is the transmitted signal
SNR that is set to 64 dB. The transmission parameters for the
NGMM capacity analysis simulation are summarized in Table
I.
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Fig. 20. Block diagram for DL precoding.

TABLE I
TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS FOR NGMM.

Transmit PSD (%() -76 dBm/Hz
Background Noise PSD (%# ) -140 dBm/Hz

Coding Gain 5 dB
SNR Margin 6 dB

SNR Gap 9.8 dB
Max Spectral efficiency 16 bps/Hz
Min Spectral efficiency 2 bps/Hz

Framing overhead 12%

Fig. 21. Average spectral efficiency at RRU1 (blue) and RRU2 (orange) for
NGMM.

Average per line spectral efficiency and sum throughput for
RRU1 and RRU2 are examined by considering 1 GHz and 212
MHz frequency bands for NGMM and NGMSM, respectively.
The gap-formula "(Γ [3�] = (#' "0A68= + (#' �0? −
�>38=6 �08= = 10.8 3�)" is used in the simulation setting
here to estimate the bit loading over ℓth tone as

1ℓ = ;>62

(
1 + (#'ℓ

Γ

)
, (20)

where (#'ℓ is the SNR at the decision variable at ;th tone.
The average per line spectral efficiency at DAU1 and DAU2

are shown in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 for NGMM and NGMSM.
The channel bandwidth is extended to 1 GHz in NGMM,
however, it is restricted to 212 MHz for NGMSM scenario
due to the unavailability of high-frequency transformers that
are used to design Phantom mode circuit. The simulation

Fig. 22. Average spectral efficiency at RRU1 (blue) and RRU2 (orange) for
DM (solid) and PM (dot-dashed) in NGMSM.

settings for multi-pair cable in 5G NR are not yet standardized,
therefore the maximum bit loading is set to 16 bits that is
achieved over high SNR frequency band in NGMM and only
with DM in NGMSM. The CAT-5 cable provides better noise
immunity than copper cables use in conventional telephone
cabling system, that results in better spectral efficiency even at
1 GHz frequency in NGMM, where the minimum bit loading
is 4 bits at 50m distance. However the channel characteristics
of PM are not good as DM in NGMSM, the minimum bit
loading still reaches 10 bits with PM at 212 MHz.

The sum throughput at DAU1 and DAU2 of all the pairs over
each frequency tone are shown in Fig. 23 and 24 for NGMM
and NGMSM, respectively. The sum throughput of the DM
and PM pairs are shown separately in Fig. 24 for NGMSM,
where the sum capacity for PM is relatively smaller than that
is achieved by DM. The difference in sum capacity for PM
and DM is because i) the channel characteristics of DM pairs
are better than PM pairs, and ii) the number of DM pairs (i.e. 4
pairs) is higher than PM pairs (i.e. 3 pairs). The sum capacity
at DAU1 and DAU2 in NGMM is 30.4541 Gbps and 29.9913
Gbps, respectively, over 1 GHz frequency band. In NGMSM,
the sum throughput achieved at each DAU by DM and PM is
approximately 10 Gbps and 7 Gbps, respectively, and it results
in overall 17 Gbps per DAU over 212 MHz frequency band.
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Fig. 23. Sum throughput at DAU1 (blue) and DAU2 (orange) for NGMM.

Fig. 24. Sum throughput at DAU1 (blue) and DAU2 (orange) for DM (solid)
and PM (dot-dashed) in NGMSM.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper aims to provide deep insight details of the
measurement and performance of NGMM and NGMSM for
front hauling in 5G NR. Methods and apparatus for different
variants of NGMM and NGMSM are described in detail with
the help of a simple two 50m CAT-5 cable system. The channel
measurement results for the test scenario show that the multi-
pair channel is always diagonal dominant in NGMM even at
higher frequencies. The diagonal dominant condition is still
valid in NGMSM but only for DM pairs since the signal
leakage is strong in PM pairs. The measurement results for
NGMSM is limited to 225 MHz due to the unavailability of
high-frequency transformers for Phantom mode circuits. The
system model for DL transmission with 2 DAUs is considered
in this paper to evaluate the performance of NGMM and
NGMSM system in terms of data rate per DAU. The SVD
based block diagonalization is applied at the transmitter for
channel precoding such that inter cable FEXT can be miti-
gated. Since the coordination is possible at the receiver for the
cable pairs connected to the same DAU, SVD is individually
applied to each DAU considering the effective channel matrix,
which in turn maximizes the sum throughput per DAU. The
capacity analysis shows that the bandwidth can be extended
to 1 GHz in NGMM for a small distance, however, the cable
length can be increased in case the bandwidth is not allowed
to increase to GHz range.
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